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Big Bang Planet 
Stu Brewer 

Verse 1 

Back at the start, at the beginning of the universe, 
From the smallest little particle came all the stars, planets and the Earth.                    
Hotter than an oven at ten billion degrees,  
Making the biggest cake you’ll ever see. 
Protons, neutrons and electrons, a lovely recipe, I’m sure you’ll agree. 

On and on and on, it expands, 
On and on and on, as far as it can. 

Chorus 

We’re on a big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet and we’re gonna keep on singing, 
On our big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet yeah! 
We’re on a big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet and we’re gonna keep on singing.  
It’s the start of history and I don’t wanna miss a thing. 

Verse 2 

There’ve been many theories about who, what, when and why. 
Were we put here on this Earth by a higher being, 
Or just fell from the sky. 
Or if by chance was it the perfect conditions,  
For life to flourish in this land? 
As it spreads across the galaxy, never ending, it will always expand. 

On and on and on, it expands, 
On and on and on, as far as it can. 
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Chorus 

We’re on a big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet and we’re gonna keep on singing, 
On our big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet yeah! 
We’re on a big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet and we’re gonna keep on singing.  
It’s the start of history and I don’t wanna miss a thing. 

On and on, on and on, part of the master plan, 
On and on, on and on, stretching out as far as it can. 

We’re on a big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet and we’re gonna keep on singing  
On our big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet yeah! 
We’re on a big bang planet, big bang planet,  
Big bang planet and we’re gonna keep on singing.  
It’s the start of history and I don’t wanna miss a thing. 


